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Roundtable Resources

 Roundtables were conducted at the national archives and the newseum in 
Washington, dc and at the national constitution center and omni at independence 
park in philadelphia, pennsylvania. 

Guest experts who met with the stennis fellows during the roundtables were: 
 ★ sarah binder, professor of political science at George Washington University and a 
senior fellow in Governance studies at the brookings institution; 

 ★ michael X. delli carpini, dean of the annenberg school of communication at the 
University of pennsylvania; 

 ★ mickey edwards, former U.s. Representative, currently vice president of the 
aspen institute and visiting lecturer at the Woodrow Wilson school of public and 
international affairs at princeton University; 

 ★ david eisenhower, public policy fellow at the annenberg school for communica-
tion and the school of arts and sciences at the University of pennsylvania; 

 ★ Pat Griffin, Academic Director of the Public Affairs and Advocacy Institute for 
the center for congressional and presidential studies at american University and 
Partner at Griffin Williams Critical Point Management

 ★ John lapinski, associate professor in the department of political science at the 
University of pennsylvania and director of the elections Unit at nbc news; 

 ★ marjorie margolies, former U.s. Representative from pennsylvania and currently 
president of Women’s campaign international; 

 ★ lee Rainie, director of the pew internet & american life project;
 ★ Jan schaffer, executive director of J-lab:  the institute for interactive Journalism at 
the University of maryland; 

 ★ frank sesno, director of the school of media and public affairs at the George 
Washington University; 

 ★ Jim snider, president of isolon.org.
 

prior to the roundtables the stennis fellows convened at the national conservation 
training center (nctc) in shepherdstown, West virginia for a workshop on using 
dialogue to advance understanding and achieve better decisions, and also to finalize their 
learning agenda for the roundtables.  the stennis fellows returned to the nctc toward 
the end of the program to synthesize what they had learned across the roundtables and 
to consider implications for the future of congress.
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¹ a list of the guest experts who met with the fellows is appended.

 The 111th Congress John C. Stennis Congressional Staff Fellows 
came together across party lines from both chambers of congress to examine the core theme of Balancing Governing Respon-
sibility and Campaign Politics.  nominated by members of congress and selected by an independent selection committee, the 
30 staff leaders with over 300 years combined experience on capitol Hill began meeting together in July 2009.  the objective 
was to engage in real dialogue and build trust across the boundaries of party and chamber, and to develop and explore an 
agenda they and others could pursue to improve the balance between governing and campaigning in congress.
 Despite vastly different political perspectives, the Stennis Fellows were able to discover significant common ground.  
They initially identified three broad questions to pursue together related to the theme of Balancing Governing Responsibility 
and Campaign Politics:

 ★ How have personal relationships and partisanship changed over time within congress?
 ★ can governing responsibility and campaign demands co-exist productively?
 ★ How can congress strengthen two-way communication with the public and improve   
governing in the new media environment?

Building Trust Within Congress to Earn Public Trust

To build and maintain the level of trust, both among Members and between the public and Congress, on which effective 
governing depends.  Campaigning can undermine that trust both among Members and with the public.  

ExamplEs of stEps that could bE ExplorEd to advancE this initiativE

 ★ create more opportunities for dialogue and relationship-building among both members and staff (including lunches, 
dinners, non-partisan meetings on shared interests, bipartisan travel, recreational activities, and community service), 
and involve families in some of the activities.

 ★ Give the public a better chance locally to see how Congress can work, for example, encourage more field hearings and 
public meetings of bipartisan delegations in different localities and engage the public in these meetings (give them a 
greater role).

 ★ provide opportunities for new members from different parties to work together. for example, freshman members 
could have their own committee that could foster bipartisan ideas and legislation and have a class agenda.  

 ★ pair members from different parties and chambers, for example to: 
 ✩ do more outreach to college students, similar to the current congress to campus program that sends former mem-

bers of congress to college campuses; 
 ✩ participate in non-partisan meetings on substantive issues (e.g., the aspen institute); 
 ✩ visit projects together to learn about different parts of the country and their concerns.

 ★ strengthen the role of congressional committees (where relationships of trust are more easily established), reversing 
the trend that has increased the influence of leadership while diminishing the influence of committees.

Conclusion

 the trust-building and respect-
ful dialogues that were hallmarks of 
this fellowship are steps in the right 
direction on which stennis fellows 
believe they can build.  fellows, both 
individually and in smaller groups, 
plan to advance a number of the ini-
tiatives described in this report.  per-
haps as important, they are looking 
to broaden the dialogue, begun in 
this fellowship, to others both on the 
Hill and beyond
 the fellows also agreed that 
creating more opportunities like the 
stennis fellows program to enable 
members of congress and congres-
sional staff to come together in a non-
partisan venue to build trust and explore over-arching governing concerns would be worthwhile.  such opportunities have 
decreased over the years as partisanship has become increasingly bitter.  as a result, reaching consensus through the gov-
erning process has become more difficult.
 finding ways to better balance governing and campaigning in the face of political and other realities is a huge challenge.  
Many more will need to become engaged in order to find effective ways forward and the process of building trust and un-
derstanding through dialogue that the fellows experienced is a promising starting point for that effort.  already there are 
examples of Fellows working together across the boundaries of chamber and party to find practical solutions to particular 
issues.  perhaps in a deeper sense, though, the process of building trust through dialogue — and creating more spaces for 
that to happen — is not only a way to find solutions, it is part of the solution.

Public Engagement and Media

To engage the public more fully in the governing process, not just in campaigns; and to encourage balanced media coverage 
of governance issues.  In the current environment, citizens are seen more as targeted voters than as engaged and informed partners 
who are integral to the governing process.  And media (including new media) too often report governance issues principally in the con-
text of the permanent campaign.

ExamplEs of stEps that could bE ExplorEd to advancE this initiativE

 ★ Use new media and communications technologies to help citizens become better informed and more engaged in 
governing.  for example: 

 ✩ Update and simplify House and senate rules on the use of the web and social networking tools; 
 ✩ Re-evaluate whether adequate resources are allocated to this function; 
 ✩ Develop on-line games as one technique for outreach, especially to younger people.

 ★ examine the impact of the media on the balance between campaigning and governing, for example: 
 ✩ encourage development of an independent rating system for media, including new media, on their reliability and 

how well they report on all sides of public issues; 
 ✩ convene a conference on the impact of the media (old and new) on congress; 
 ✩ consider the relationship between congress and the media as the theme for a future class of stennis fellows.

 ★ Request a CRS/GAO report on what is currently being spent on civic education by government and the private sector.
 ★ make greater use of the capitol visitor center (cvc) to engage people in learning about congress and what members 
do every day.  for example, circulate the cvc orientation video and related materials to schools.

 ★ provide access to the legislative information system to schools and public libraries.
 ★ engage the public by making civics more relevant; frame the problem — a civics crisis in the United states.  bring in 
respected opinion leaders from inside and outside government to form a commission on civics.

Promote a More Even Playing Field for Governing and Campaigning

To reduce the demands of campaigns and fundraising so that more time can be devoted to governing. 

ExamplEs of stEps that could bE ExplorEd to advancE this initiativE

 ★ Recognize that creating four-year House terms, shortening election 
cycles, and broader campaign finance reforms are fundamental changes 
that require constitutional amendment.  In the short-term, encourage 
public understanding and a grass-roots movement to advance such 
longer-term reforms.

 ★ look for ways to dramatically reduce or even ban campaign fundraising in 
off years for House Members, and in the first four years of a Senate term.

 ★ develop a non-partisan rating system for the role played by members in 
governing.  provide public recognition (and, thus, an incentive) for those 
who devote more time and effort to getting legislation and oversight 
done well.

 ★ identify cases where bipartisanship and bipartisan legislation made the 
country better.  Use those examples as a basis to encourage leaders on 
both sides to reach across the aisle after the election, and to build public 
understanding and support for leaders who seek bipartisan solutions.

Stennis Fellows met in West Virginia 
to develop agenda for Fellowship

111th Congress Stennis Fellows at their closing retreat

Stennis Fellows met in plenary and small groups to explore 
issues related to the balance between governing responsibility 
and campaign politics

 These broad questions provided the framework for a se-
ries of half-day roundtable discussions where guest experts 
were invited to explore the questions with the Fellows.¹  
 Using dialogue and building trust were essential start-
ing points for the 111th congress stennis fellows.  they 
explored dialogue as a step that can be taken to uncover 
assumptions, share and broaden perspectives, and find 
common ground. the fellows found that dialogue is not 
a substitute for debate, negotiation or decision-making.  it 
precedes them.  but dialogue creates the shared language, 
mutual trust and understanding that can make subsequent 
negotiation or decision-making more productive.  they 
also credited the purposeful use of dialogue as a key ele-
ment in the success of their time together during the 111th 
congress.
 stennis fellows looked at the historical aspects of gov-
erning and campaigning, examined current trends, and ex-
plored wide-ranging ideas on campaigning and governing 
influences.  The Fellows also considered how the balance 
can be improved to provide more time and resources to the 
governing process.  increasing partisan tensions, within 
Congress and among the electorate, were identified as the 
core (both cause and effect) of the increasing encroachment 
of campaigning on governing.
 concerns about media coverage of congress also were 
extensively discussed.  While news sources have greatly 
expanded through new media and social network tech-
nologies, news reporting is less objective and national news 
organizations are cutting back research staff.  increasingly, 
there is no trustworthy arbiter of congressional news cov-
erage – a reality that leads to distortion and confusion of 
the facts.  news coverage in both the traditional and “new” 
media seems to be increasingly divisive.
 the fellows agreed that there is some inherent tension 
between campaigning and governing.  campaigning accen-
tuates differences while governing requires building con-
sensus.  However, as campaigning becomes more complex, 

demanding and expensive, obstacles to consensus building 
seem more daunting than ever.  not only does news cover-
age put more emphasis on conflict, but ever-growing pres-
sures on members of congress to continually raise more 
money for the next election also pulls members away from 
the governing process and focuses more of their time and 
attention on campaigning.  
 stennis fellows examined many ideas that might move 
the emphasis from campaigning to governing in the future.  
in doing so, they recognized that the constitutional limits 
to some reform proposals and the political forces that have 
made governing increasingly challenging are both strong 
and difficult to stem.  Finding real solutions to improve the 
situation is an immense challenge which the fellows could 
only begin to address.
 at the conclusion of the roundtables, the fellows iden-
tified three main initiatives they and others could pursue 
to better balance governing and campaigning, along with a 
number of more specific suggestions of what could be done 
to advance each initiative:


